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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Capitol Region Council of Governments (CRCOG) and the Town of East Hartford, in cooperation 
with the Connecticut Department of Transportation (CTDOT) have initiated the Silver Lane Corridor 
Study to evaluate traffic and development issues along Silver Lane in the Town of East Hartford. The 
purpose of the Study is to develop a comprehensive transportation plan for Silver Lane that will: (1) 
address safety, congestion, and mobility of the transit system, pedestrians, and bicyclists; and (2) assess 
travel demand growth and its impacts on area roadways including traffic associated with development 
within the Study Area.  

1.1 Study Area 

The Study Area includes the corridor along Silver Lane (State Route 502) in East Hartford from the 
intersection of the Route 15 easterly to the intersection of Forbes Street, a distance of approximately 
two miles, see Figure 1. The Silver Lane Corridor Study team will also assess intersecting side street 
approaches and access and egress for adjacent land uses. Silver Lane is a transportation corridor that is 
intersected by a mix of highway exit and entrance ramps to Interstate 84 (I-84), residential streets, a 
40,000-seat sports venue, and many businesses. There are also many local destinations on or adjacent to 
Silver Lane such as schools, restaurants, retail, and grocery stores. Silver Lane is served by frequent bus 
service and multi-use paths for bicyclists and pedestrians adjacent to the Study Area.  

 
Figure 1: Silver Lane Corridor Study Project Limits 

1.2 Study Process 

The Silver Lane Corridor Study is a collaborative process with stakeholder and community involvement, 
an advisory committee, and technical reviews. The Study is working in close collaboration with the 
other ongoing studies in the Silver Lane area including the Brownfields Area-Wide Revitalization (BAR) 
Planning Grant Project, the flood control study of Willow Brook, and future development plans at sites 
along Silver Lane. A summary of the Study Team and the public involvement process is presented in 
Figure 2, page 2.  
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Figure 2: Study Team and Public Involvement Process 

There are a number of ways that the Silver Lane Corridor Study team collects information and 
distributes information about the Study including: 

• Interested parties lists 
• Newsletters 
• Webpage (www.crcog.org/silverlanestudy)  
• E-Blasts 
• Survey 
• Town Council meetings 
• Technical review meetings 
• CRCOG Committee meetings 
• Stakeholder interviews 

As part of the Silver Lane Corridor Study, the Existing Conditions Report evaluates traffic and 
development issues along Silver Lane in the Town of East Hartford. The public involvement process is 
ongoing throughout the Silver Lane Corridor Study. Ultimately, the Study will result in a comprehensive 
Transportation Improvement and Development Management Plan for Silver Lane.  

http://www.crcog.org/silverlanestudy
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2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT 

This report provides an assessment of the Silver Lane Study Area relative to the existing roadway and 
traffic, land use and development, pedestrian, bicyclist, and vulnerable user, and transit/commuter 
systems. Stakeholder input was a key component of the data collection process to help complete the 
existing conditions assessment. The purpose of the existing conditions assessment is to identify 
deficiencies in order to establish a baseline against which future conditions and improvement 
recommendations can be evaluated.  

2.1 Roadway and Traffic 

This section identifies and evaluates the issues, deficiencies and opportunities of the existing roadway 
system within the Study Area. It is important to note that the roadway system is part of the overall 
Silver Lane transportation system, other elements of which are assessed in the following sections. 

2.1.1 Roadway Characteristics 

Silver Lane (Route 502) begins as a two-lane roadway at Main Street, west of the Study Area. Heading 
easterly, Silver Lane widens to three lanes to facilitate turn lanes at the unsignalized intersections with 
the Route 15 on- and off-ramps. The three lane section continues until the approach to the signalized 
intersection at Roberts Street. This intersection is the main entrance to Rentschler Field and the Pratt & 
Whitney/United Technologies campus. The number of lanes in the Study Area is presented in Figure 3, 
below. To accommodate traffic volumes, this intersection features double left-turn lanes on all but one 
approach (Silver Lane westbound). East of Roberts Street through the end of the Study Area at Forbes 
Street, Silver Lane is a four-lane roadway with turn lanes provided at the unsignalized intersection with 
Applegate Lane and the signalized intersections with Phillips Farm Road and Forbes Street.  

 
Figure 3: Total Number of Lanes in the Study Area 

The horizontal alignment of Silver Lane is generally linear. It consists of two long, straight segments 
connected by two curves with a short tangent in between in the vicinity of Clement Road and Gold 
Street. The terrain of Silver Lane is generally level. 
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Looking East along Silver Lane from Gold Street 

 Roadway Standards 

This section presents the design standards for Silver Lane. According to the CTDOT Highway Design 
Manual 2003 Edition (HDM) the following conditions apply: 

• Urban minor arterial roadway functional classification 
• Intermediate environment 

The posted speed limit in the Study Area is 35 mph, which 
indicates a 40 mph design speed should be utilized. The 
design standards for Silver Lane are shown in Table 1. The 
values shown indicate either the appropriate range or 
minimum value. Minor arterial roadways balance access to 
adjacent commercial and residential uses with mobility of 
travelers connecting to statewide and interstate access 
points. 

 Geometric Conditions Review  

Using a combination of field observations, field measurements, and aerial photographs, this section 
provides an assessment of the geometric characteristic of Silver Lane to determine where the existing 
roadways do not meet the current CTDOT design standards.  

Table 2, page 5, summarizes the results of this review. There are two locations where one travel lane in 
each direction measures ten feet. This lane width is noted as a deficiency. Roadway shoulders within the 
Study Area range from nonexistent, to over six feet. The western portion of Silver Lane has shoulders 
on both sides of the street in most locations, between Main Street and Roberts Street. These vary in 
width between two feet to six feet. The middle of the corridor between Clement Road and Phillips 
Farm Road does not have any shoulders. The 
segment between Phillips Farm Road to the 
end of the study area at Forbes Street has a 
five-foot shoulder on the north side and a 
two-foot shoulder on the south side of Silver 
Lane.  

The intersection sight distance from Gold 
Street, for both left and right turns, is 
deficient. The sight distance is restricted by a 
residential building and landscaping. The 
sidewalk width is deficient in many areas 
within the Study Area.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Design Standards 

Design Element Design 
Standard 

Lane Width 11’-12’ 
Shoulder Width 4’-8’ 
Sidewalk Width 5’ 
Bicycle Lane Width 5’ 

Minimum Radius 490’ 
(e=4%) 
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Table 2: Summary of Existing Geometric Deficiencies 

Existing 
Feature/Location 

Existing 
Value 

(Approx.) 

Design Standard 
Value Comments 

Lane Width  
Between Clement Road and 
Silver Lanes driveway 10’-11’ varies 11’-12’ Less than 11’ is deficient 

Between Silver Lane Plaza 
Entrance Drives 10’-11’ varies 11’-12’ Less than 11’ is deficient 

Shoulder Width 
Between Route 15 On- & 
Off-Ramps and Roberts 
Street 

2’-6’ varies 4’-8’ Most areas deficient 

Between Clement Road and 
Phillips Farm Road N/A 4’-8’ Deficient 

Between Phillips Farm Road 
and Forbes Street 

5’ (north side) 
2’ (south side) 4’-8’ South side is deficient 

Intersection Sight Distance 
Gold Street 355’ (approx.) 445’ min. right turn, 

475’ min. left turn 
Restricted by residential building/ 
landscaping 

Sidewalk Width 
Study Area 3’-8’ varies 5’ min. Many areas deficient in width 

2.1.2 Traffic Conditions 

The existing traffic conditions assessment includes measures of traffic volumes, travel speeds, and traffic 
operations. These measures are used to quantify and evaluate trends and identify deficiencies.  

 Daily Volumes 

On State roadways, CTDOT measures the average daily traffic (ADT) volumes approximately every 
three years. This data is collected with an automatic traffic recorder (ATR). The most recent counts on 
Silver Lane were in 2012. The historical ADT volumes are presented in Table 3, below. The ATR count 
locations are illustrated in Figure 4, page 6. 

Historically, the ADT measured at the location East of 
Warren Drive has had the highest volume for all years 
collected between 2003 and 2012. Traffic volumes are 
significantly lower outside of the Study Area as shown 
at the East of Main Street and East of Forbes Street 
locations. The ADT volumes between 2003 and 2012 
have had periodic fluctuations of a nearly 15%. Within 
the Study Area between 2009 and 2012, the percent 
change varies from -3.4% to 8.8%. The 2012 volumes are in general less than their historical high in 
2006, with the exception of the East of Warren Drive count location. 
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Table 3: Historical ADT Volumes (2003-2012) 

Location on Silver Lane 
CTDOT ADT (Vehicles per Day) 

2003 2006 2009 2012 
 East of Main Street 8,900 9,200 8,600 9,000 

W
ith

in
 S

tu
dy

 
A

re
a 

Li
m

its
 

East of Route 15 On-Ramp 11,900 12,600 11,800 11,400 
West of Mercer Avenue 14,400 15,400 14,300 14,000 
East of Warren Drive 14,900 17,100 16,500 17,400 
East of Roberts Street 13,500 14,900 13,400 13,400 
East of Simmons Road 14,400 14,700 12,600 13,600 
West of Forbes Street 12,300 13,100 11,400 12,400 

 East of Forbes Street 10,700 10,600 9,200 10,500 

Given that the highest volumes occur near Warren Drive, this indicates that traffic originating and 
destined for I-84 is a large component of the traffic on Silver Lane. The count location is situated in 
between the access to I-84 at Roberts Street and the entrance to United Technologies/Pratt & Whitney 
and the Route 15 on- and off-ramps. 

 
Figure 4: CTDOT Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) Locations 

 Travel Speeds 

The travel speed data presented in this section is from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS). FHWA has made this data set 
available to States and Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) as a tool for performance 
measurement. The NPMRDS data is validated and calibrated quarterly.  Throughout the Study Area, the 
posted speed limit is 35 mph. The available travel speed data for this Study Area is the average travel 
speed. The average travel speed includes delays caused by traffic signals, turning vehicles, bus stops, and 
pedestrian crossings. The bi-directional average travel speeds for the morning (7 AM to 9 AM), midday 
(11 AM to 1 PM), and afternoon (3 PM to 4 PM) periods are shown in Figure 5, page 7.  
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Figure 5: Bi-directional Average Travel Speeds along Silver Lane 

From West to East for all of the data collection periods, average travel speeds are approximately 16 to 
24 mph starting at Main Street. Approaching the Study Area, in the vicinity of the unsignalized 
intersections at the Route 15 on- and off-ramps, the average travel speeds increase to approximately 22 
to 29 mph. Average travel speeds decline to approximately 19 to 23 mph heading east after Mercer 
Avenue. East of Warren Drive, the average travel speeds are approximately 27 to 30 mph. Of note, 
Mercer Avenue and Warren Drive, there is a modest delay of 5 to 10 mph, compared to the section 
east of Warren Drive. This delay may be caused by several factors including: reduced number of lanes, 
unsignalized access points, commercial driveways, and bus stops without pullouts.  

 Peak Hour Volumes 

The Study Team collected turning movement counts at intersections along Silver Lane in order to assess 
traffic operations in the peak period. The data was collected to supplement turning movement counts 
(2015) obtained from the intersections with the Route 15 on- and off-ramps and Mercer Avenue. The 
turning movement count data was collected in May 2017 for the weekday counts and July 2017 for the 
weekend counts. The weekday afternoon peak hour turning movement counts are presented in Figure 
6, page 8. The weekend midday peak hour turning movement counts are presented in Figure 7, page 9. 

In the weekday afternoon peak hour, the highest volume in any direction is from East Hartford 
Boulevard North straight to Roberts Street. The next predominant direction of travel is along Silver 
Lane towards either Main Street or Forbes Street. There are significant contributing volumes from 
Forbes Street east of the Study Area and from Roberts Street into the Study Area in both the east and 
west directions. In the weekend midday peak hour, the predominant direction of travel is along Silver 
Lane. As compared to the weekday afternoon peak, there are similar volumes accessing the commercial 
drives at the Charter Oak Mall in the weekend midday peak hour. Peak hour volumes on Silver Lane are 
approximately 25% to 45% lower in the weekend midday peak hour as compared to the weekday 
afternoon peak. 
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Figure 6: Weekday Afternoon Peak Hour Turning Movement Counts 
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Figure 7: Weekend Midday Peak Turning Movement Counts 
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 Traffic Operations 

The existing conditions assessment included an 
evaluation of congestion and delay at the nine study 
intersections during the weekday afternoon peak hour 
and the weekend midday peak hour. The level of 
service (LOS) was determined for each intersection 
based on the average delay (in seconds per vehicle, 
sec/veh) that motorists experience traveling through 
an intersection. LOS can be determined for both 
signalized and unsignalized intersections. A capacity 
analysis was developed using the Synchro traffic 
analysis software, the peak hour turning movement 
volumes, and the traffic signal timing plans obtained as 
part of this existing conditions analysis.  

The intersections in the Study Area operate at a LOS D or greater during the studied peak periods. For 
the Silver Lane corridor, LOS D or better represents an acceptable degree of congestion; LOS E and F 
represent an unacceptable degree of congestion. A summary of the LOS results are presented in Table 
4, below, as well as illustrated in Figure 8, page 11. 

In addition to LOS, the queue lengths were analyzed for all approaches to the study intersections using 
Synchro/SimTraffic. As a measure of the efficiency of the signal system, it is important to determine if 
vehicles queue into adjacent intersections where the delay from one intersection would spill over into 
the next. On average in both the weekday PM peak and weekend midday peak, there is adequate queue 
storage such that queues do not block adjacent intersections. The 95th percentile queues (5% probability 
of occurring any given peak hour) indicate that in the weekday PM peak, eastbound queues approaching 
Mercer Avenue may extend back to the CT 15 off-ramp, and during both peak hours, eastbound queues 
approaching Silver Lane Plaza and Aldi may extend back to Applegate Lane. Neither of these queues 
present a significant problem for traffic operations as they infrequently spill back to unsignalized 
intersections. 

Table 4: Level of Service (LOS) Summary for Study Intersections  

Silver Lane Study Intersection 

Weekday PM Saturday Midday 

LOS Delay 
(sec/veh) LOS Delay 

(sec/veh) 

CT 15 On-Ramp A 2.4 A 2.1 
CT 15 Off-Ramp A 7.4 A 2.4 
HOV Ramps and Mercer Avenue B 16.6 B 13 
Roberts Street and East Hartford Boulevard North D 38.6 C 30.6 
Simmons Road and Rentschler Field A 8.4 B 10.5 
Silver Lane Plaza and Aldi B 11.3 B 10.9 
Silver Lane Plaza  B 12.2 B 11.5 
Charter Oak Mall and Phillips Farm Road B 11.5 B 17.1 
Forbes Street D 37.3 B 16.5 
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2.1.3 Crash History 

Crash data for Silver Lane was obtained from the University of Connecticut (UConn) Connecticut 
Crash Data Repository (CTCDR) for the three year period from January 1, 2012 to December 31, 
2014. A total of 206 crashes were recorded in the corridor. One crash resulted in a fatality and 
approximately 30% crashes resulted in an injury. The fatality in the data period was one of the four total 
pedestrian-involved crashes in the Study Area. The location of the pedestrian-involved crashes are 
presented in Figure 9. The overall crash trends for the corridor included: 

• Nearly one-third of crashes were rear-ends, a common collision type attributed to vehicles 
following too closely 

• Approximately 30 % of crashes involved turning movements, attributed to failure to grant right-
of-way and improper turning or passing maneuvers 

• Approximately 20% of crashes involved sideswipes, attributed to improper passing maneuvers 
or improper lane change 

 
Figure 9: Pedestrian Crash Locations in the Study Area 

Table 5, page 12, presents a summary of the crash data for intersections in the Study Area. In the three 
year data period, there were 120 crashes at intersections. Half of the study intersections had rear-end 

Figure 8: Level of Service (LOS) for Study Intersections on Silver Lane 
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collisions as one of the most prevalent collision types. Over one-third of crashes at intersections 
resulted in an injury. The remaining crashes at intersections resulted in property damage only. There 
were no fatalities at intersections in the data period. However, there were two pedestrian-involved 
crashes at intersections that resulted in injuries. The pedestrian-involved crashes occurred at the 
intersection of Mercer Avenue and Simmons Road, both under dark-lighted conditions.  

Table 5: Crash History at Intersections (2012-2014) 

Intersection Location 

Total 
Crashes 
in Data 
Period 

Percent 
Injury Most Prevalent Collision Type 

Route 15 On- & Off-Ramps 2 100% Fixed Object - 50% 
Turning-Opposite Direction - 50% 

HOV Ramps and Mercer 
Avenue 7 86% Angle - 29%  

Whitney Street 7 29% Rear-end - 29%, Sideswipe-Same Direction - 29% 

Warren Drive 4 25% Rear-end - 75%  
Roberts Street and East 
Hartford Boulevard North 27 33% Rear-end - 52%  

Clement Road 4 25% Turning-Intersecting Paths - 50%  

Gold Street 10 40% Turning-Intersecting Paths - 30%  

Simmons Road 17 35% Rear-end - 29%  

Applegate Lane 5 20% Sideswipe-Same Direction - 40%  

Silver Lane Plaza 4 50% Turning-Same Direction - 50%  

Phillips Farm Road 4 25% Rear-end - 50%, Turning-Intersecting Paths - 50% 

Forbes Street 29 31% Rear-end - 34%  

Subtotal 120   

Table 6 presents a summary of the crash data on segments in the Study Area. In the three year data 
period, there were 86 crashes between intersections. Over half of the segments had rear-end collisions 
as one of the most prevalent collision type. Approximately 20% of crashes between intersections 
resulted in an injury. There was one fatality between intersections during the data period. The remaining 
crashes between intersections resulted in property damage only. There were two pedestrian-involved 
crashes between intersections: one that resulted in injury and one that resulted in a fatality. Both 
pedestrian-involved crashes occurred at between Simmons Road and Applegate Lane, both under dark-
lighted conditions, see Figure 9, page 11 for the approximate location of the pedestrian-involved crashes. 
Also presented in Table 6 is the crash rate for the segments between intersections along Silver Lane. 
The crash rate for a segment of roadway is expressed as the number of crashes per 100 million vehicle-
miles of travel (HMVMT). The crash rate corrects for the exposure of the segment (traffic volumes, 
number of years of data, and length of roadway segment) in order to enable comparison between 
roadway segments. The crash rate does not account for any other differentiating factors such as 
geometrics or cross section. 
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Table 6: Crash History on Segments (2012-2014) 

Segment Location 

Total 
Crashes 
in Data 
Period 

Crash Rate 
(HMVMT) 

Percent 
Injury 

Most Prevalent Collision 
Type 

Adjacent to Route 15 
On- & Off-Ramps 3 80 0% Rear-end - 100% 

Between Mercer Avenue 
and Whitney Street 6 489 33% Rear-end - 33% 

Between Whitney Street 
and Warren Drive 15 984 33% Rear-end - 40%  

Between Warren Street 
and Roberts Street 14 735 14% Rear-end - 29%, Fixed Object - 

29% 
Between Roberts Street 
and Clement Road 2 682 100% Sideswipe-Same Direction - 

50%, Fixed Object - 50% 
Between Clement Road 
and Gold Street 6 672 0% Turning-Intersecting Paths - 

33%, Fixed Object - 33% 
Between Gold Street and 
Simmons Road 7 235 0% Sideswipe-Same Direction - 

43%,  
Between Simmons Road 
and Applegate Lane 14 229 29% Rear-end - 29%,  

Between Applegate Lane 
and Silver Lane Plaza 2 448 50% 

Turning-Intersecting Paths - 
50%, Turning-Opposite 
Direction - 50% 

Between Silver Lane Plaza 
and Phillips Farm Road 14 409 21% Rear-end - 29%,  

Between Phillips Farm 
Road and Forbes Street 3 276 0% Fixed Object - 33%, Sideswipe-

Same Direction - 33% 
Subtotal 86    

2.1.4 Access Management 

Access Management strategies are used to control access to 
roadways in order to improve traffic operations, reduce the 
number of vehicle conflicts and reduce the number of 
crashes. These strategies generally include increased spacing 
between access points, dedicated turn lanes or roundabouts, 
where appropriate, median treatments, and right-of-way 
management. Some examples of these strategies are shared 
drives, one-way drives, two-way left-turn lanes (TWLTL), 
left-turn prohibitions and maintenance of sight lines.  

In the Study Area, there are a number of commercial and 
residential driveways along the corridor. Adding to the 
complexity are several intersections with access points to 
I-84 and Route 15, Rentschler Field, and a major 
employment campus. As new development and 
redevelopment is planned along the corridor, it is important 
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Adjacent Commercial Driveways and Wide Curb Cut 
(306-310 Silver Lane) 

Residential Driveway adjacent to On-Ramp 
(135 Silver Lane) 

Residential & Commercial Driveway adjacent to     
Off-Ramp (187-195 Silver Lane) 

Mixed Use Businesses with Wide Curb Cut, Looking 
East (281-287 Silver Lane) 

to consider the management of access points as part of the site plan approval process. This section 
contains a review of the existing commercial driveways and access management deficiencies. These 
deficiencies were identified by field visit, stakeholder interviews, and a review of crash data and aerial 
photos. 

 Route 15 On- and Off-Ramps to Roberts 
Street Segment Review 

This segment of Silver Lane begins at the western 
edge of the Study Area and continues to the 
intersection of Roberts Street and East Hartford 
Boulevard North. The majority of this segment is a 
three-lane roadway with two lanes eastbound and 
one lane westbound. Turn lanes are provided at the 
Route 15 on-ramp and at intersections, where 
necessary. Protected turn lanes are not provided to 
access commercial drives between Mercer Avenue 
and Roberts Street. The access management 
deficiencies in this segment relate to driveways 
adjacent to intersections, wide curb cuts, poor sight 
distance, and the proximity of adjacent commercial 
driveways.  

Generally, access drives should be greater than 150 
feet from an intersection. Access points in close 
proximity of the intersection add to the complexity 
of an environment for all users, including bicyclists 
and pedestrians navigating the crossing. Adjacent to 
both the on- and off-ramps for Route 15 are 
residential and commercial driveways.  

At 281-287 Silver Lane, there are a number of 
businesses on the ground-level with residential uses 
on the next two stories. The curb cut for these 
businesses is along the frontage of the whole 
property. The parking for these businesses is pull-in 
style which requires backing into the flow of traffic 
on Silver Lane. In addition, the parking area for these 
businesses is nearly coincident with the unmarked 
sidewalk. As a result, vehicles may have difficulty 
avoiding pedestrian conflicts while navigating parking 
access and egress for these businesses. 

Further east at 306-310 Silver Lane (Tire City and 
Queen Pizza), there are adjacent access driveways. 
The curb cut for 310 Silver Lane is wide along the entire length of the frontage.  
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Adjacent Commercial Driveways (708-720 Silver Lane) 

Adjacent Commercial Driveways (467-483 Silver Lane) 

Excessive Curb Cuts (767-785 Silver Lane) 

Adjacent Commercial Driveways  
(Silver Lane Plaza and 888 Silver Lane) 

At 398 Silver Lane, there is a residential driveway 
nearly in the intersection of Roberts Street and East 
Hartford Boulevard North. Accessing this driveway 
during the peak hours may be difficult as this 
intersection is the one of the busiest intersections 
within the Study Area.  

 Roberts Street to Applegate Lane Segment 
Review 

This segment of Silver Lane begins at the intersection 
of Roberts Street and East Hartford Boulevard North 
and ends at Applegate Lane. The majority of this 
segment is a four-lane roadway which widens to a 
five-lane section at Applegate Lane to provide a 
protected left turn lane. The access management 
deficiencies in this segment pertain to the proximity 
of adjacent commercial driveways. Closely spaced 
access drives on the same side of the road have the 
potential to cause delays and accidents as drivers 
navigate the access points. 

At 467-483 Silver Lane and 708-720 Silver Lane, 
there are closely spaced commercial driveways. 
Between the driveways for 467 and 483 Silver Lane is 
approximately ten feet and between 708 and 720 
Silver Lane is approximately 50 feet.  

 Applegate Lane to Forbes Street Segment 
Review 

This segment of Silver Lane begins at the intersection 
of Applegate Lane ends at Forbes Street, the eastern 
boundary of the Study Area. The majority of this 
segment is a four-lane roadway which widens to a 
five-lane section at Applegate Lane and at the 
eastbound approach of Forbes Street to provide a 
protected left turn lane. The access management 
deficiencies in this segment pertain to the number of 
curb cuts and the proximity of adjacent commercial 
driveways. Having these driveways closely spaced 
contributes to the number of conflict points facing 
vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists. 

At 767-785 Silver Lane, there is an existing internal 
circulation path between these two commercial 
properties (multi-business plaza and Town and 
Country Liquors). The curb cut at Town and 
Country Liquors appears to be redundant. 

Adjacent Residential Driveway, Looking Northeast 
(398 Silver Lane) 
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UConn Football Game at Pratt & Whitney Stadium 

At Silver Lane Plaza, 888 Silver Lane, and 910 Silver 
Lane, there are many adjacent commercial driveways. 
888 Silver Lane is the US Post Office and 910 Silver 
Lane is Futtner’s Family Farm, which consists of a 
residence and farm stand.  

2.1.5 Incident Management 

Directly accessed from Silver Lane, Rentschler Field 
is the home of Pratt & Whitney Stadium, which is the 
home field of the University of Connecticut (UConn) 
football team and hosts other events throughout the 
year. The stadium has a capacity of approximately 
40,000. Rentschler Field was donated to the State of 
Connecticut by United Technologies, parent company 
of Pratt & Whitney, in 1999. An additional 65 acres 
was donated in 2009, currently used for grass parking 
lots. From Silver Lane, Rentschler Field can be 
accessed from the main gate at the intersection of 
Roberts Street and East Hartford Boulevard North 
and at Simmons Road, called the east gate. There is 
also a south gate to Brewer Street, the use of which is 
restricted. Previously, egress routes from Rentschler 
Field could utilize Willow Street, which now 
terminates within the United Technologies campus. 
The Study Team reviewed the 2011 Traffic and Parking Plan for Rentschler Field which describes the 
traffic and parking operations within the Rentschler 
Field site.   

After high attendance events at Rentschler Field, the 
East Hartford Police Department manages the traffic 
demand through temporary traffic control. The 
Police set up traffic cones on Silver Lane in order to 
direct traffic from Rentschler Field west to Route 15, 
the I-84 high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) access, and 
other points west. The temporary traffic control is 
employed to reverse the direction of the center 
travel lane on Silver Lane between Roberts Street 
and the Route 15 southbound on-ramp, as depicted 
at right. 

2.2 Land Use and Development  

The completion of Interstate 84 in the late 1960s enabled commercial and residential development in 
East Hartford. Coupled with an increasing residential population and access to I-84, Route 2, and Route 
15, the Silver Lane Plaza was one of the largest commercial developments in this time period. When 
Interstate 384 (I-384) opened in 1971, Silver Lane had an increase in traffic as the major connection 
between the two interstates. In this era, two additional large developments were added to Silver Lane, 
the Showcase Cinema and the Charter Oak Mall. Beginning in the 1980s, increased regional competition 
and the completion of the I-384 connection to I-84 (which required the removal of the Forbes Street 

Adjacent Commercial Driveways (888-910 Silver Lane) 

Illustration of Temporary Traffic Control, Looking 
West on Silver Lane 
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interchange) reduced traffic on Silver Lane. These changes resulted in a commercial shift from a regional 
retail center to local neighborhood-oriented businesses on Silver Lane. Since the opening of Rentschler 
Field in 2003, there have been some additional supporting developments including Cabela’s, an 185,000 
square foot specialty sporting goods store. 

On Silver Lane, there is a mix of land uses that cluster along the corridor. Within the BAR Grant Study 
Area, approximately one quarter of the corridor is undeveloped land, another quarter residential, and 
the remaining major categories are approximately 10-15% industrial, commercial, and other uses. The 
undeveloped land category includes protected open space, vacant land, and agricultural land. Of the 
residential uses, approximately half are single-family houses. Commercial uses are primarily grouped 
near the intersection of Main Street, Roberts Street, and the area between Simmons Road and Forbes 
Street. All industrial uses are located on the United Technologies campus.  

2.3 Pedestrians, Bicyclists and Vulnerable Users  

This section of the report includes and assessment of the existing conditions of bicycle, pedestrian, and 
multi-use facilities within and adjacent to the Study Area. Silver Lane is a busy transportation corridor 
that is intersected by a mix of highway on- and off-ramps, residential streets, and businesses entrances. 
There are also many local destinations on or adjacent to Silver Lane such as schools, restaurants, retail, 
and grocery stores that are within walking distance of many residential neighborhoods. These 
destinations include the Silver Lane Elementary School, Elizabeth Shea Park, and the Silver Lane Plaza 
Shopping Center, presented in Figure 10, below.  

 
Figure 10: Local Destinations and Land Uses 

2.3.1 Pedestrian Facilities 

This section includes a review of the pedestrian facilities along each segment of Silver Lane and at each 
intersection. Due to the mixed nature of the Study Area land uses, many pedestrians utilize the corridor 
to walk between businesses and their homes. Most of these destinations are within a ten-minute walk of 
one another. Overall within the Study Area, the pedestrian network connecting the destinations varies 
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from good to poor condition. The existing conditions of the sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, including 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) measures, were assessed within the Study Area. 

 Sidewalks 

There is a sidewalk on at least one side of the road throughout the Study Area. There is a gap in the 
sidewalk system on the south side of Silver Lane east of the gas station near Gold Street to Phillips Farm 
residential community. This gap is broken only by a section of sidewalk along the frontage of the Aldi 
grocery store. Along the corridor, the sidewalk widths vary from three feet to eight feet. Illustrated in 
Figure 11, below, are sidewalks widths along Silver Lane. 
 

 
Figure 11: Sidewalk Network and Widths in Feet 
 
The condition of the sidewalks also varies throughout the corridor with some sections in poor 
condition. Sidewalk heaving, worn and uneven concrete, and vegetation encroachment are prevalent on 
many sidewalks within the corridor. Sidewalks in poor condition are a hazard to pedestrians. Users in 
wheelchairs may have difficulty traveling on uneven, sloped sidewalks. This contributes to a poor 
pedestrian experience. Additionally, where sidewalks are present, they are typically only buffered by 
narrow strips of grass, and provide little protection from the roadway. A map of the sidewalk condition 
is presented in Figure 12. Sidewalks were categorized in good condition if they appeared in almost new 
condition and lacked any noticeable issues. Sidewalks in fair condition were those that were intact, level, 

Vegetation Encroachment on Sidewalk Uneven and Sloped Sidewalk Cracked Sidewalk on Silver Lane 
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and did not have any vegetation encroachment, but may be more seasoned. Sidewalks in poor condition 
were those that were either cracked, uneven, very worn, or had a lot of vegetation encroachment. 
Examples of poor sidewalk conditions in the Study Area are provided below. 

 
Figure 12: Sidewalk Condition 

 Crossings 

Crosswalks are provided at the majority of the intersections on Silver Lane, illustrated in Figure 13, 
below. At all signalized intersections, there are crosswalks to connect existing sidewalks, with the 
exception of the crossings at the two Silver Lane Plaza signals. At the unsignalized intersections, there 
are crosswalks provided to connect the existing sidewalk network, with the exception of the Route 15 
on-ramp. 

 
Figure 13: Crosswalk Locations along Silver Lane 
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At the signalized intersections with crosswalks, there are 
crossing signals with visual indicators to walk, but lack audible 
walk indication tones. At the Silver Lane Plaza, there is some 
indication of a crossing location on the north side of Silver 
Lane where the concrete sidewalk is continued through the 
access drives. However, there is no other amenities typical of 
a crossing at these locations, i.e., tactile warning strips, 
pedestrian buttons, etc. The crossings at these locations may 
be difficult to navigate for vulnerable users.  

The intersection of Silver Lane, Roberts Street, and East 
Hartford Boulevard North has crosswalks along all 
approaches to the intersection. Despite their presence, these 
crosswalks are very wide (approximately 140’ wide across 
East Hartford Boulevard North), and lack a pedestrian refuge 
island. The crossing distance is a potential issue for vulnerable 
users along the corridor, because they may have difficultly 
safely crossing the length of this intersection. The Study Team 
reviewed the signal plans at this intersection and have 
determined that the pedestrian timing is adequate for a 
crossing length of 140 feet.  

At the intersection of the Route 15 on-ramp, there is no 
crosswalk provided. This location is less than one-third mile 
walking distance to the Silver Lane Elementary School on 
Mercer Avenue. Adding to the complexity, there is a 
residential driveway at the southeast corner of the 
intersection. Without a marked crosswalk at the long crossing 
at the on-ramp, pedestrians may have difficulty crossing at this 
location.  

The pedestrian ramp locations are shown in Figure 14, below. 
These vary in condition and type. Newer ramps are made of 
concrete and red or grey plastic tactile warning strips. This 
type of ramp is ADA compliant. These ramps are in good 
condition. The intersection of Silver Lane, Mercer Avenue, 
and the I-84 on/off ramps has pedestrian ramps on the north 
side, but lacks tactile warning strips. This is also true for other 
locations within the study area, primarily those on side streets and business entrances. 

Concrete Sidewalk across Silver Lane Plaza 
Driveway, Looking West along Silver Lane 

Wide Crossing at Roberts Street/East 
Hartford Boulevard North Intersection, 

Looking West along Silver Lane 

No Crosswalk at Entrance to Route 15 
Southbound, Residential Driveway at Left, 

Looking West along Silver Lane 
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Figure 14: Pedestrian Ramps along Silver Lane 

 Access to Silver Lane Elementary School 

At the Silver Lane Elementary School on Mercer Avenue, students may walk to school or be dropped 
off; there is no school bus service. The Silver Lane Elementary School District consists of neighborhoods 
in approximately one-half mile radius from the school. Residents on the west side of the school face the 
unmarked crossing at the intersection of the Route 15 on-ramp as described in the previous section. 
From aerial photo surveys and stakeholder meetings, a number of children walk from this direction.   

 Other Pedestrian Issues 

In the Study Area, roadway shoulders range from nonexistent to over six feet. In general, shoulders of 
varying width are provided on the western and eastern portions of the corridor; however, between 
Clement Road and Phillips Farm Road there is no shoulder. Most of the sidewalk segments within the 
study area are buffered by a landscape strip along the roadway. These vary in width and are typically 
grass. These provide a small level of protection from roadway traffic. There are few street trees within 

Child in Wagon along Silver Lane between  
Route 15 Off-Ramp and Mercer Avenue,  

Looking West along Silver Lane 

Children Walking Along Route 15 Off-Ramp,  
Looking North toward Silver Lane 
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the Study Area, which are mainly located on undeveloped parcels. Street trees serve as a traffic calming 
element and as an additional level of protection for pedestrians. 

In addition, this Study Area has a number of residents that walk to work. Journey to Work data 
(American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 2011- 2015) for the two census tracts and block groups 
within each tract within the study area show that residents of the study area do walk to work, 
presented in Figure 15, page 22. A census tract is a small subdivision of a municipality, generally with a 
population size between 1,200 to 8,000 people, with an optimum size of 4,000. The size of census tracts 
vary widely depending on the density of people in the location. Block groups are smaller units of a 
census tract that contain between 600 and 3,000 people, with an optimum size of 1,500 people. Each 
census tract contains at least one block group, and block groups are uniquely numbered within the 
census tract. A block group is the smallest geographical unit for which the census publishes sample data. 
2.6 percent (37 people) of residents within Census Tract 5105, Block Group 1, walk to work, while 2.1 
percent (41 people) in Census Tract 5106, Block Group 3 walk to work. Although these are not large 
percentages, it does show that there are people who both live and work either within or near (walking 
distance) the Study Area. Please note that Census Tracts and Block Groups expand past the boundaries 
of the Study Area. Not everyone who identified as walking to work resides within the Study Area. This 
data was collected to gain a better understanding of locations where residents identify walk to work as 
their means of transportation to work.  

 
Figure 15: Journey to Work Census Tract and Block Group 

According to the US Census Bureau Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics data, there were 1,732 
jobs within the study area in 2015 (most recent available data). Twenty-four of these jobs were held by 
people living within the study area and 1,708 jobs were held by people outside of the study area. Of 
residents living within the study area, 2,017 residents commute to work outside of the Study Area, see 
Figure 16, page 23.  
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Share the Road Signed Bicycle Route on 
Simmons Road 

2.3.2 Bicycle Facilities 

Although there are multi-use trails within close proximity to 
the Study Area, bicycle infrastructure, such as bicycle lanes 
and bicycle racks, is noticeably lacking on Silver Lane. With 
transit service prevalent throughout the corridor, there is an 
opportunity to enhance the transit system by promoting 
synergies between cyclists and transit riders.  

2.3.3 Multi-Use Trails 

The Charter Oak Greenway Trail lies northeast of the study 
area. This paved, multi-use trail is 11 miles long, spanning 
between Bolton and downtown Hartford, though there is a 
gap between Hartford and East Hartford, within the Silver Lane Study Area, as illustrated in Figure 17, 
page 24. The Charter Oak Greenway crosses onto Simmons Road, within the Study Area, where it 
turns into a marked, on-road trail. The off-road trail resumes just before the Charter Oak Bridge. This 
trail connects parks with residential and commercial areas and is also part of the East Coast Greenway 
(ECG) and Riverfront Recapture Trails.  

Figure 16: Study Area Commuting Patterns for Employment on Silver Lane 
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Figure 17: Existing Multi-Use Trail System 

The East Coast Greenway has a signed, on-road route that runs along Forbes Street, on the eastern end 
of the Study Area. This trail travels southwest to Brewer Street (on the perimeter of the Pratt & 
Whitney Campus), where it connects to Main Street and westward across the Charter Oak Bridge 
toward Hartford. 

Goodwin College, south of the study area, is currently planning to expand its South Meadows Nature 
Trail, which will connect to the South Meadows and Putnam Bridge. The South Meadows neighborhood 
is an industrial and commercial area of Hartford near Hartford Brainard Airport. This trail will connect 
to the East Coast Greenway Trail and the Riverfront Recapture Trails. This trail will be open to the 
public and will allow hikers, runners, cyclists, and cross-country skiers. 
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Figure 18: Bus Routes adjacent to Silver Lane Study Area 

Figure 19: Location of Bus Stops and Shelters in Silver Lane Study Area 

2.4 Transit/Commuter Systems  

This section of the report includes and assessment of the existing conditions transit service and park & 
ride facilities within and adjacent to the Study Area. There are several bus services and commuter 
services accessible from Silver Lane, as described in the following sections. 

2.4.1 Transit Service and Operations 

CTDOT-owned bus services operate CTtransit, local bus routes, and CTfastrak, integrated with 
Connecticut’s bus rapid transit system, in the Study Area. Operating on Silver Lane between Main Street 
and Forbes Street are CTtransit 
Route 83 and CTfastrak Route 
121. There are several CTtransit 
routes adjacent to Silver Lane: 
Route 91, which travels along 
Brewer Street and Forbes Street, 
Route 87 on Main Street, and 
Route 95 on Main Street. These 
routes are illustrated in Figure 18. 

On Silver Lane, bus stops are 
marked with an official bus stop 
sign or are equipped with bus 
shelters. CTfastrak stops at 
approximately one-third of the 
bus stops along the Silver Lane 
corridor. The location of bus 
stops and bus shelters are shown in Figure 19, below.  

All CTtransit buses are wheelchair accessible with wheelchair lifts or ramps for access by persons with 
disabilities. In addition, for compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Greater 
Hartford Transit District provides paratransit transportation services for individuals who, because of 
their disability, are unable to travel on the fixed route public transit service operated by CTtransit. The 
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CTfastrak on Silver Lane 

paratransit service is designed to provide those persons with disabilities equal access to public 
transportation; however, the service is limited to within ¾ (.75) mile radius of the fixed route public 
transit service. 

 CTfastrak Routes 

CTfastrak Route 121 covers the entire length of Silver Lane. Route 121 operates between Manchester 
Community College (MCC) and downtown Hartford via Spencer Street, Silver Lane, Main Street and 
Connecticut Boulevard, making limited stops. From downtown Hartford, Route 121 makes limited stops 
along Capitol Avenue in Hartford, at CTfastrak stations Sigourney Street through Cedar Street, then 
express to UConn Health via Route 9 and I-84. 

Route 121 operates Monday through Friday from 5 AM to 12 AM, Saturday from 5:25 AM to 12 AM and 
Sunday from 6:20 AM to 9:50PM. On weekdays, Route 121 operates every 20 minutes during the AM 
and PM peaks, every 30 minutes from 9 AM to 3:30 PM and every 60 minutes after 8PM. On Saturdays, 
the route operates every 30 minutes and on Sunday every 60 minutes. 

 CTfastrak Future Expansion 

Beginning on August 13, 2017, the new express Route 
903/913 began service between Hartford and Storrs. 
The route currently operates on I-84 in the high-
occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and bypasses East 
Hartford. Please note that data presented in this 
report does not contain reflect any changes in 
ridership due this new route. 

Route 903/913 connects the UConn Storrs Campus 
with its Downtown Hartford Campus and stops at 
several destinations including the Buckland Hills Mall 
and park & ride lots along the route. Riders have the ability to connect to the CTfastrak bus network in 
Hartford, as well as the upcoming Hartford Line commuter rail system, which will launch in May 2018 
and provide more frequent train service between New Haven, Hartford and Springfield. The bus route 
has been marketed to students and faculty and all UConn students are eligible to ride the bus at no 
charge by showing their student ID and a pass obtained through the U-Pass Program. There are several 
other colleges and universities that are participating in the program. Route 903/913 runs approximately 
hourly between 6 AM and 12 AM during the week and reduced service on the weekend.  

It should be noted that CTDOT is presently studying the expansion of CTfastrak East of the 
Connecticut River, which may impact the schedules for certain CTtransit and CTfastrak routes. The 
Study Team is coordinating with these planning efforts and significant developments will be captured in 
future updates to Study documents. 

 CTtransit Routes  

Route 83 starts in Hartford at Union Station and continues through downtown Hartford, over the 
Bulkeley Bridge to East Hartford, where it continues via Connecticut Boulevard, Main Street, and Silver 
Lane. In Manchester, the route turns on Main Street and branches into A, B, C, D or E. Branch A and B 
terminate at Manchester Industrial Park; Branches C, D and E turn around by the Shoppes at Buckland 
Hills. Route 83 is a connector between routes traveling on Main Street/Route 5 (Route 87 and 95) and 
Forbes Street (Route 91).  
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Bus Shelters on Silver Lane 

During weekdays and Saturday, Route 83 operates between 5 AM and 11:30 PM and on Sundays from 7 
AM to 8:30 PM with limited frequency. During weekday peak hours, the route is on a 20 minute 
schedule and off-peak on 30 minute schedule; in the extended evening hours from 7PM, the bus arrives 
hourly. On Saturdays, the route operates every 40 minutes until 6:30 PM where it operates on an hourly 
schedule for three hours with last bus at 11PM. On Sunday, there are only 12 trips total at roughly 
every hour. It should be noted, both Saturday and Sunday routes have limited number of stops and 
branch A and B to Manchester Industrial Park is not in service. 

Route 87 operates between Downtown Hartford and East Harford’s southeast edge serving, Pratt & 
Whitney, schools such as: East Hartford High School, Gov. William Pitkin Elementary School, and Two 
Rivers Magnet Middle School. In East Hartford, the route starts on the Bulkeley Bridge and continues via 
Connecticut Boulevard, Main Street, Brewer Street, Forbes Street, Forest Street, and Oak Street.  

On weekdays there are 10 trips total in each direction and 
only 5 on Saturday. There is no service on Sunday. On 
weekdays during peak hours the bus operates every half hour 
and off-peak hourly, and on Saturday, every two hours 
between 9:20 AM and 5:30PM.  

Route 91 operates between Wethersfield, Glastonbury, East 
Hartford, and Manchester. The segment in East Hartford, 
starts on Route 5 (Main Street) and continues via Brewer 
Street, Forbes Street, and Route 44 (Burnside Avenue). 
During weekdays the route operates once an hour from 6 
AM to 11 PM and on Saturday from 7 AM to 11 PM, also 
every hour. Sunday services are limited from 8 AM to 9 PM 
roughly every hour.  

Route 95 starts in Glastonbury and enters East Hartford via 
Forbes Street, follows via Maple Street, Handel Road, and 
Cambridge Drive to Route 5 (Main Street) where it continues 
to Hartford Downtown. This route has several spurs that 
alter the path of the main route depending on time frame or 
even weather conditions. (During adverse weather 
conditions, if Handel, Cambridge or Sutton Streets are 
inaccessible buses may divert to Maple and travel via 95-C 
alignment.) The four spurs are: 95-A that provides O’Connell 
Drive connection, 95-H which provides Hubbard Street 
Connection in Glastonbury, 95-P for Putnam Bridge allows 
the route to travel on Route 5 (Main Street) instead of 
traversing through local roads in Glastonbury and East 
Harford, and the last spur is 95-C that would coincide and 
connect with spur 95-P. 

When looking at the weekday schedule on Route 5 (Main 
Street/ High Street) at the Brewer Street stop, the bus stops approximately every half hour between 
5:30 AM and 7:30PM, in late evening the bus operates on the hour until 12 AM. On Saturdays the bus 
route operates between 6:30 AM and 11:30 PM with buses stopping roughly every 40 minutes. On 
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Sundays, the route is limited to 12 trips with five in the morning and 7 in the evening; the service starts 
at 7 AM and ends at 8 PM with approximately hourly service.  

 Bus Fares 

Fares for CTtransit routes in East Hartford (within Zone A/Zone 1) are $1.75 for adults, $1.40 for 
youth, and $0.85 for seniors and persons with disabilities. Ten rides can be purchased for $15.75 and 
passes are available in the following denominations: 2 hours for $1.75, 1 day for $3.50, 3 day for $8.75, 5 
day for $14.00, 7 day for $19.25, and 1 month for $63.00. Express routes (Zone 2) are $3.20 for a one-
way fare. Table 7, below, illustrates the fare structure for local bus services. 

Table 7: Bus Fare Structure   
Local Bus Fare Zone Fare 
Cash (Regular) Zone A / Zone 1 $1.75  
Cash (Youth) Zone A / Zone 1 $1.40  
Cash (Senior) Zone A / Zone 1 $0.85  
10-Ride Ticket (Regular) Zone A / Zone 1 $15.75  
10-Ride Ticket (Youth) Zone A / Zone 1 $12.60  
10-Ride Ticket (Senior) Zone A / Zone 1 $7.65  
Children (Age 4 and Under, 3 Child Max.) Zone A / Zone 1 Free 
Transfers within Two Hours Zone A / Zone 1 Free 
All-Day Pass Zone A / Zone 1 $3.50  
2-Hour Pass Zone A / Zone 1 $1.75  
3-Day Pass Zone A / Zone 1 $8.75  
5-Day Pass Zone A / Zone 1 $14.00  
7-Day Pass Zone A / Zone 1 $19.25  
31-Day Pass (Regular) Zone A / Zone 1 $63.00  
31-Day Pass (Senior) Zone A / Zone 1 $30.60  

 Ridership Data 

Of all the routes adjacent to the Study Area, Route 83 has the highest ridership in the corridor with 
2,225 average daily riders in 2015. In 2016 the ridership continues to be strong with average monthly 
ridership of: 27,100 riders during weekdays, 3,200 total for Saturdays, and approximately 2,000 total for 
Sunday or Holiday any given month. These ridership rates are much higher than other routes in 
corridor. The average weekday ridership in 2015 on CTfastrak Route 121 was 1,310 riders with growing 
ridership since inception. In October of 2016, the total monthly ridership (weekdays and weekends) on 
all CTfastrak routes exceeded 38,500 riders.  

On Route 87, the average daily ridership peaks at approximately 320 riders, and on the weekend it 
drops to 30-50 riders total per day. On Route 91, due to limited service and demand, the weekday 
average is 385 riders. The ridership has decreased but remained steady since 2014. This drop is likely 
the result of the introduction of CTfastrak that facilitates a more frequent connection to the Manchester 
area. On Route 95, the average daily ridership is approximately 1,255 in 2015. A summary of average 
weekday ridership is provided in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Average Weekday Ridership by Route (2014-2015) 

Route Route Type 2015 Average 
Daily Ridership 

2014 Average 
Daily Ridership 

83 Local 2,225  2,045  
87 Local 320  305  
91 Local 385  505  
95 Local 1,255  1,630  
121 CTfastrak 1,310  Not in Service 

On Route 83 and 121, there are 64,200 monthly average riders on these two routes: 37,125 on Route 
83 and 27,075 on Route 121. Figure 20, below, illustrates ridership on Route 121 and Route 83 by 
month. When evaluating the data based on stops, the highest boarding or alighting is observed at the 
following four stops on Route 83:  

• Market Street & Constitutional Plaza in Hartford (430 on average weekday) 
• Walmart & Buckland Hills Drive (100 on average weekday) 
• Main Street & Connecticut Boulevard or in opposite direction Main Street & Central Avenue in 

East Hartford (90 on average weekday) 
• Manchester Community College (65 on average weekday)  

For Route 121 the pattern is similar to Route 83. The top destinations are:  

• Manchester Community College (230 on average weekday)  
• Main Street & Travelers (120 on average weekday) 
• Main Street & Connecticut Boulevard or in opposite direction Main Street & Central Avenue in 

East Hartford (65 on average weekday) 

 
Figure 20: Average Weekday Boardings by Month for Routes 83 and 121 
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2.4.2 Park & Ride Facilities 

There are two Park & Ride lots near the Silver Lane Study Area. Both of these lots are paved and lighted 
with handicapped parking spaces. There is also a bus shelter at both sites. To the East of the Study Area, 
there is a 255-space Park & Ride lot on Main Street in East Hartford near the Route 5/15 on- and off-
ramps. The lot is served by CTtransit Routes 87 and 95. The average utilization of this lot is nearly 30% 
(CT Open Data Portal). The other is in Manchester on Spencer Street, near the on- and off-ramps for 
Exit 1, Interstate 384 (I-384). There are approximately 245 parking spaces. The average utilization of this 
lot is nearly 30% (CT Open Data Portal). This lot is served by CTtransit Routes 83 and 85 and CTfastrak 
Route 121.  
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3.0 NEXT STEPS 

As part of the Silver Lane Corridor Study, the Existing Conditions Report is the first step to evaluate 
traffic and development issues along Silver Lane in the Town of East Hartford. The next step is to work 
with stakeholders through the public involvement process and with the BAR grant consultant to develop 
an assessment of future conditions. This will lead to the identification and analysis of alternatives. The 
ultimate purpose of the Study is to develop a comprehensive transportation plan that will: (1) address 
safety, congestion, and mobility of the transit system, pedestrians, and bicyclists; and (2) assess travel 
demand growth and its impacts on area roadways including traffic associated with development within 
the Study Area. The current status of the Silver Lane Corridor Study is presented in Figure 21, below. 

 
Figure 21: Outline of Silver Lane Corridor Study Progress 
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